CAMERO N H O U S E

ON LOCH LOMOND

Me & my true love
on Loch Lomond.

Mooring your boat in The Marina at Cameron House.

Marina benefits:
• Walk on berthing facilities for 225 boats
• Secure gate entry access with CCTV and
night porter patrols
• Metered electricity and refuelling points
• Black-water pump out and boat hoist
• Engineering and valet service
• Members benefits and discounts

A safe place to rest your true love. Afloat
or ashore The Marina at Cameron House
on Loch Lomond is more heaven than haven.
Stop off for some New England style family
dining at The Boathouse restaurant on the
lochside. Maybe your fancy is golf, play a round
on the highly acclaimed Championship Carrick
course. Perhaps you prefer some pampering at
The Spa at The Carrick with infinity pool and
luxurious treatments. Reserve your berth now at
The Marina at Cameron House on Loch Lomond.

Resort benefits:
• Championship golf
• World-class spa and leisure facilities
• Four exquisite destination restaurants
including The Boathouse on the lochside
with free wi-fi
• Sumptuous rooms and suites
• Luxury lodges available for hire or to buy

For enquiries call 01389 722 508
and quote ‘LLA’
Cameron House on Loch Lomond, Dunbartonshire, G83 8QZ. Telephone: 01389 755 565, Fax: 01389 713 281 www.cameronhouse.co.uk

LLA Chairman’s Report - Spring 2010
Peter Jack - Loch Lomond Association Chairman reflects on the events of 2009

I

t seems incredible to me to have been chairman for nearly 3
years - how time has flown! Loch Lomond Rescue Boat (LLRB)
reports 2009 as another good year for recreational water safety
with again no recorded fatalities up to the year-end. Regrettably,
too many boats still run out of fuel or break down from lack
of basic pre-season servicing. These absorb the resources of
either the LLRB or National Park patrol boats to effect a rescue,
thus incurring easily avoided unnecessary expense for others.
It is pleasing to report that the rising tide of anti-social
drunken, disorderly behaviour and vandalism which in recent
years has blighted some Loch Lomond shorelines is now being
tackled much more firmly by the combined efforts of Park
Rangers, and the police services. Laudable new initiatives
have seen the appointment of four Park Rangers as Special
Constables during 2009, to beef-up the police presence in
the Park. Also welcome was the continuation of Operation
Ironworks, a cooperative policing venture between Central
and Strathclyde Police, on water and onshore. The law-abiding
majority welcomes such initiatives to ensure their enjoyment,
by eradicating hooliganism.
No-one wants to see over-zealous policing of the Loch, but
two areas attracting intervention by the authorities are welljustified. These are: (1) the carrying of insufficient lifejackets for
those aboard, and (2) the repeated blatant breaking of speed
limits in speed-restricted zones. The former offenders can only
be described as irresponsible fools, and the latter as selfish
idiots. There is no excuse for ignorance or disregard of the byelaws, any more than of the highway-code on our roads. My
harshest criticism is reserved for a small but growing minority
of jet-skiers sneaking their craft onto the Loch unregistered to
deliberately avoid being easily tracked or reported when they
misbehave. A new jet-ski registration scheme is planned with
more easily visible and readable numbers. This is yet to be
implemented, but it won’t anyway deter those not registering,
and hiding their identity, and who see themselves to be above
the law.
In September 2009, the LLA asked the National Park
Authority to request the Scottish Government to defer the
pre-scheduled 2009/10 (navigational) Bye-law Review. A 2year deferral was granted by the Minister in December, until
October 2012. We greatly appreciate that our request was
heard. The deferral request arose from LLA member businesses
on the loch-side, reporting a historical downturn in trade and
loss of boating custom when bye-law change occurred in past
times. We believe that 3rd party (minimum) boat insurance,
and skipper competence training remain in the NPA’s sights, at
the end of the deferral period. The LLA fully supports safety
and good practice as sound general principles, but also equally
feels that intended new Loch bye-laws should be introduced

in response to a proven need for
them, rather than by pre-empting
a possible future need which is not
yet proven, nor widely yet in public
demand by loch users.
Following the arrival of Fiona Logan as NPA Chief Executive,
I am pleased to report that our regular consultative contact with
the National Park Management is slowly improving, with many
of our LLA meetings recently being attended by Park officers
and/or executives. We don’t see eye-to-eye on all subjects we
discuss, particularly those relating to past riparian commercial
planning and development decisions, and an on-going NPA
failure to realise the potential that leisure boating brings to
the Loch. However, we credit Fiona Logan as the driving force
behind an NPA wish for better relationships with the LLA. We
agree where we can, and we argue our case where we can’t.
The NPA Strategic Review (Stage 1), cited in last year’s
report, didn’t deliver its initial promise of a more detailed, Stage
2. That vanished like late spring snow off a dyke, as did the then
Scottish Minister whose initiative it was. What did emerge was
a Park Board reduction soon from 25 to 17 members in total (6
Ministerial appointees; 6 Ministerially appointed Local Authority
nominees; and 5 local electees). Apparently, we should now be
seeing this as proper democracy at work, (because the elected
5 are now a higher ratio of the total board than before)! Or
maybe not!
This year our readers will note more articles on practical
boat use, in an effort to encourage a more adventurous spirit.
Some of the Loch’s most wonderful scenery borders the north
basin (north of the Ross Isles, and in both basins, many new
anchorages await to reward those who seek a change from the
main islands group.
My thanks again go to our police and NPA advisers and to
my committee colleagues, and not least amongst these to Jim
Macdonald who edits this News & Review Magazine so ably each
year, which is no mean task. Thanks also to our continuing loyal
LLA membership, to whom I wish a very successful, enjoyable
and safe 2010, in their particular areas of Loch Lomond use.
On behalf of our committee, I also wish to thank the
National Park Authority for their hospitality by providing us
with the facility of a meeting room in their headquarters at
Carrochan.
The LLA has just learned of welcome proposals to
address the problems of informal camping on the Loch’s
East shore which may result in new bye-laws to control
this practice. The committee will discuss this in detail and
report to members via our website. Anyone is welcome
to put their comments on the forum there to assist us in
consultations with the NPA.

Loch Lomond Association – Annual General Meeting
7.00pm – Wednesday 5th May 2010 – CHANGE OF VENUE FOR 2010
This meeting will be held by kind co-operation of the Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park Authority in the Robert
Grieve Room at Carrochan Headquarters in Balloch. This is your opportunity to have your say on anything about the LLA, its
policies and to state your concerns for the Loch. Everyone is very welcome but only paid up members may vote
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Where Are The Sea Trout? - An angling report by Tight Lines

A

nother fishing season ended on the Loch Lomond system
in October 2009. Anglers from VOLDAC recorded a total of
86 salmon landed along with 8 sea trout. Again last year, the
dearth of sea trout continues to be a mystery. Where have they
all gone?
The governing body for the system, the Loch Lomond
Angling Improvement Association continue their sterling work
in an effort to rectify this problem and have the difficult job
of promoting the system to new anglers which would assist
funding and help the stocking programme which is a must.
Since 2008 some 79,000 young fish have been introduced
into the loch and surrounding rivers. This sounds a lot but the
mortality rate is high but only time will tell if the programme
has been a success.
VOLDAC held their prize giving event in December and I’m
delight to report that one of the young anglers emerged as club
champion again. Stewart Inglis junior landed five salmon all
weighing around the 10lb mark. Another young man, Jackie

A fine example of a Voldac Member’s fishing craft

Above we see the ever-hopefuls who marched out once again led by
the traditional piper to start a new 2010 season in February. They all
hoped there will be more fish this year!

Millar had the first fish of the season, a 20lb beauty from the
River Leven. And Ian Steel was in the prizes with a cracking 12
pound sea trout.
For those who caught nothing last season, the struggle
continues. Conservation is now a popular theme and I’m sure
further restrictions of taking fish may apply in the future. The
Tay Fisheries Board have taken stringent steps this year to
protect fishing stocks and this may be the way forward.
Many anglers are now keen ornithologists from watching
ospreys, while counting deer and wallabies has replaced
counting fish for some of us. It’s still is a beautiful place to be
even if you don’t land a big one and every day on the Loch is
different – whatever the season. We even forget the worst wet
and windy days and remember the best ones – especially when
the sun does grace the bonnie banks!

INCHMURRIN ISLAND
Restaurant, Bar and Selfcatering Apartments

Enjoy the island’s peace and quiet within Scotland’s first
National Park. Arrive by the island ferry, or use the ample
berthing facilities to moor your own boat, before enjoying a
meal or drink. Open for coffee, bar lunches, lunch and dinner.
Also unique self-catering facilities providing freedom to
appreciate the island. Three flats adjacent to the restaurant or a
detatched cottage with private sundeck, garden and beach. All
adjacent to beach and jetties, so ideal for customers with their
own boats. Short breaks available. Here, you can enjoy all the
Loch’s activities such as water skiing, fishing, sailing or simply
meandering with your own craft through the islands, bays and
lagoons to look for the wildlife such as otters, ospreys and white
fronted geese.

Tel: 01389 850245 | Fax: 01389 850530
scotts@inchmurrin-lochlomond.com
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LLA Queries Loch Lomond Water
Transportation Service Plans

A

t the request of consultants to Scottish Enterprise (SE) and the
National Park (NPA), in January 2010, the LLA gave input to an
ongoing SE funded study into possible new Loch ferry services. It
concluded this proposal in its current form would be unlikely to be
viable, for a range of practical reasons. Not least is a lack of spare
capacity in the summer months, in the Loch’s busy commercial boatcruise sector and there is currently a lack of facilities at most points
to persuade tourists to leave their cars in favour of water-borne
transport.
However, the LLA recognises that the project sponsors’ wish to
improve management of, for example, east-shore car-use in peakseason, and to boost revenue to the economies of small communities
and local riparian businesses. These aspirations are well-founded and
the LLA has therefore previously proposed alternative suggestions
for expanded shore-access facilities via pontoons at selected points
for the Loch’s 5,000+ registered powered craft to use.
There are many successful precedents for such low-cost projects
ranging from short-stay modifications to disused coastal harbours
to establishing basic access facilities at more inland recreational
boating locales such as Norfolk Broads, Chichester, Windermere and
many others. In our opinion, Loch Lomond is a natural choice for
projects like these which are often shared developments with local
businesses but are restrained improvements which would not have
adverse effect on natural heritage.
There is considered to be significant missed local economic
opportunity from boating. This is because private boat-owners
cannot presently access places to exercise their considerable
spending power due to a lack of the necessary landing infrastructure.
Boating money could bring a major boost to the local economies
of pubs, hotels and shops in particular, around the Loch. This could
be in parallel with any other form of boat-based public service
introduced, utilising the same access infrastructure. Because boat
numbers on the Loch are not excessive and their use intermittent,
they do not require the steep cost of operating services such as
those required by high-volume car-based types of visitors.
The LLA has identified a number of locations which could benefit
from public investment in new and improved leisure-boat access.
These potentially include the small bay at Loch Lomond Shores,
Balmaha, Luss, Rowardennan, Inverbeg, Tarbet, Inveruglas and
Inversnaid. Throughout the UK, the presence of boats is well known
to be a major attraction to the public and it is fact that boating activity
creates an interest which results in commercial opportunities.
Industry sources suggest that on average boat owners spend
10% of the capital value of their craft per annum just to keep it afloat
across a wide range of local services. This excludes what is also spent
on food, entertainment and local purchases. Loch Lomond is a base
to many boats of high value where many vessels cost in excess of
£100,000 with some exceeding more than double that figure.
The LLA hopes to see an early recognition by the public authorities
that an investment in boating ‘tourism’ on Loch Lomond is long
overdue. While the constant pursuit of further out-of-area tourism
is all very well, that should not be at the expense of developing
economic opportunities which are sitting largely unexploited on our
doorstep all the while. The LLA looks forward to developing its ideas
through further contact with these authorities.
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Why not have your say?
Let us know your opinions on this or any other
subject through the Associations website

www.lochlomondassociation.co.uk
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Nature Conservation Around Loch Lomond report from Alan Bell, NPA Natural Heritage Manager

L

och Lomond is arguably as famous for its wildlife and other
biodiversity as it is for its scenery. The National Park Authority
(NPA) and its numerous partners undertake a range of tasks
around Loch Lomond that contribute to maintaining this aspect
of our area. This article highlights some of the current work that
the NPA is involved in.
Together with FCS and SNH, the NPA have appointed a
Rhododendron ponticum control project officer who is promoting
more effective removal of this incredibly damaging invasive plant
from our native woodlands in the National Park and Argyll.
A new Red Squirrel Project Officer is to be appointed under
the national Saving Scotland’s Red Squirrels campaign run by
the Scottish Wildlife Trust. The project officer will be based
at the NPA headquarters in Carrochan. The work will include
coordinating more effective control of invasive grey squirrels
and survey and habitat management work along the red/grey
interface line that stretches from Arrochar to Callander.
Liz Etheridge was recently awarded her PhD by Glasgow
University for research into the Loch Lomond and Loch Eck powan
populations (Congratulations Liz!). The Loch Lomond powan are
the food for a unique land-locked population of river lamprey.
Another Glasgow University PhD student has started work to
study this lamprey population and how it has been affected by
the decline of powan brought about by ruffe.
The NPA are now very concerned about declining numbers
of capercaillie, our largest native woodland grouse. We are in
discussions with other involved groups about measures which
can be taken to try to save them. Climate change is one likely
factor, as may be predation but research in other areas shows
capercaillie are very susceptible to disturbance by people and
dogs. We must take urgent steps to reduce predation, improve
the habitat and work with loch users visiting the islands to
minimise disturbance during the next few critical breeding
seasons.

A project is underway for an improved system for monitoring
recreation impacts on the main designated wildlife sites on
the islands and the Endrick mouth. An interesting picture of
the extent of visitor impact is emerging after the first year of
monitoring. Results from the first year with an evaluation of
the conservation implications will be available shortly. A new
management plan for the National Nature Reserve at Inchcailloch
has been agreed between the NPA and SNH following research
and consultation with the local community. The NPA are now
working on key actions to ensure visitors can continue to enjoy
and learn on this gem of an island without causing impacts on its
wildlife or devaluing the special experience it offers.
Loch Lomond is one of a few sites across Scotland to have a
long-established population of fallow deer and these attractive
creatures are a popular feature of the area. The deer do need
management as their woodland habitat on the islands and the
loch shore is showing clear signs of high browsing pressure.
This ultimately will be bad for the welfare of both the woodland
and the deer if it continues indefinitely. In 2008 a count of all
the main islands showed there were 242 fallow deer on the
islands. Such a large number is known to be too high a density
for regeneration of native broadleaved woodland. The NPA,
SNH and DCS are keen to work with all the owners to see a plan
developed to ensure deer are in balance with their habitat.
Another significant area of biodiversity work for the NPA
arises from our role as the planning authority for the National
Park. Loch Lomond is something of a magnet for development
for a host of reasons that readers will be familiar with. The NPA
have been working hard to ensure that the new Finalised Draft
Local Plan has suitable policies in it to protect the biodiversity of
the National Park.
Other areas and other lochs in the National Park have a
similar range of issues to be addressed but perhaps that’s an
article for another edition.

Otter Spotting Around The Loch & The National Park Area

I

f you are lucky enough to get even a glimpse of these beautiful creatures, you can help to protect and encourage the re-establishment
programme of these once seriously endangered animals by reporting your spotting of them to any Warden or Ranger or, better still
by completing one of the readily available “Otter Spotter” cards, like the smaller photos shown below, which you can request from the
Park Headquarters at Carrochan in Balloch, from any Visitor Centre or from Rangers themselves. These are postcard sized cards which
you can send Freepost to the address shown or hand them to a Park Ranger when you have completed the questions on them. You will
be helping greatly with the preparation of a database so that more can be learned about their numbers and their preferred locations so
that they may be even better protected.

otter
spotter
OTTER
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RECORDING

C ARD

Help us find out more by telling
us about any otters you see in the
National Park. Fill in the form
opposite and pop it in a post box.

Otters are sometimes
confused with the nonnative American mink,
however mink are
smaller, darker in colour
and more inquisitive.

PROTECTING OTTERS
Under the Habitats
Regulations (1994) it is an
offence to capture, kill,
injure or disturb an otter or
damage, destroy or obstruct
an otter holt. Please do not
approach any site that otters
may be using and keep your
dogs under close control
when in the countryside.
If you are concerned about
disturbance to otters please
contact the National Park
Authority on 01389 722600

We are currently researching otter mortality in the National Park.
If you find a dead otter please phone 01389 722600, or send an email
to: otter.sightings@lochlomond-trossachs.org as soon as you can.
For more information on otters or to download a sightings form visit
our website: www.lochlomond-trossachs.org
HAPPY SPOTTING!

Please tear along perforation

The otter is a shy mammal that can be
found in both freshwater and coastal
habitats throughout Loch Lomond &
The Trossachs National Park.

Loch Lomond Rowing Club -

D

founded 1827

espite a dwindling number of active rowers, the “Loch”
has continued to be represented at the majority of Scottish
Rowing events as well as national and international competitions.
In the past year medal wins have included one of our senior ladies
who attended the World Masters Regatta in Vienna and her tally
included a silver medal gained as part of a composite Scottish
crew. Closer to home the winning combinations of senior men
took a double scull to victory in the Veteran category at both the
Clyde and Clydesdale Head of the River Races on the River Clyde in
Glasgow. Gold and Bronze medals were also gained at the Scottish
Championships in a four and a quadruple scull. Just in case anyone
thinks our club is comprised only of senior citizens it should be
noted that in rowing competitions you are classified as a Veteran
at the tender age of 27!
In a different setting two club members took their single
sculls to Eastern England to take part in the annual Lincoln to
Boston rowing marathon where rowers from all over the UK
race against the clock over a distance of 31 miles (50 kilometres)
along the River Witham between Lincoln and Boston. This was
the duo’s first attempt at this long distance event and the junior
member not only came first in his age category but in doing so
also set a new Junior u15 record of 4 hours 34 mins beating by
a significant margin the previous record that had stood for three
years. To round it off after he finished he was congratulated in
person by the three times World Champion sculler and Olympian
Peter Haining whose rowing career started at Loch Lomond! The
waters of Loch Lomond provided an ideal venue for training as

many other rowing clubs can only use limited stretches of rivers
or smaller lochs whereas the Loch allowed race distances to be
achieved and with the benefit of not necessarily having to go past
the same place twice!
The waters of the Loch still need to be treated with respect
and it was regrettable that the 5km race for end November for
the Club’s active senior members had to be cancelled for several
reasons as it was simply not viable to run such an event. With
the Club’s aim being to provide a safe and enjoyable quality event,
there was just not enough resource available to deliver this. With
a racing history going back to the mid 19th century the club will,
however, continue to look at other opportunities for reviving races
on what is the most scenic venue in the country. The various
photographs both here and on the front cover amply illustrate
the proof of this as some of us who are on the water early in the
day have opportunities to record these scenes. Thanks go to Eva
Rankin for the use of some of her work as shown here.
The River Leven complements the Loch in providing attractive
scenery, as can be seen from the front cover on this magazine
taken early one morning in winter. So it is unfortunate that scenes
such as this can be marred by the presence of so many wrecked
and abandoned boats. The situation was summed up perfectly
by some recent rowing visitors from Switzerland who, without
prompting, described the River Leven as having the appearance
of a graveyard. Hardly a memory anyone would wish visitors to
leave with and LLRC is keen to work with any group which wishes
to improve the appearance of the river.

Loch Lomond Rowing Club member on a December morning

“Winter Morning on the Leven” - photo by Eva Rankin LLRC ©

“Two Cormorants” - a photo by Eva Rankin of the LLRC ©
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The “Black Art” of Anchoring

W

ell, some people might think it is a bit of a mystery but, with a
little understanding and the right equipment, it doesn’t need to
be complicated especially on inland waters. The obvious benefit will
be the peaceful and often private spot to enjoy for yourselves.
While there is no such thing as one perfect anchor for all different
loch-bed and weather conditions you might encounter - all anchor
designs are a compromise. Some ‘set’ (take hold) more readily than
others, and some have better holding power in different loch-bed
materials. For example, weed can hamper both anchor setting and
holding, and this may be encountered in sheltered bays southwards of
Luss where nutrient run-off from on-shore fertiliser-usage stimulates
water-weed growth. Factors, like wind, wave, wash and ground
conditions would also affect your choice of anchor but these may not
be such a problem on the Loch compared with at sea. While only a
traditional “fisherman” anchor with a folding stock is any good on rock
or boulders, any of the common “plough” type anchors like CQR, Delta,
Fortress or “claw” type like the Bruce, are fine for the Loch where the
bottom is invariably gravel, mud or small stones at anchorage depths.
Some of the newer types in alloy are lighter weight and easier to
handle and perform well because of their pointed shape.
CHAIN OR WARP QUANTITY REQUIRED
Larger boats require chain rather than rope (anchor warp). Chain
size depends on boat weight and size of any fitted windlass. Chain’s
main benefits are strength and chafe-resistance on the loch-bed. Its
greater weight than warp helps keep the anchor safely set but can be
a weight disadvantage especially in the bow of planing boats. Even if
you only use warp (and non-floating rope is important), it is advisable
to use a few metres of chain first from the anchor to reduce wear and
tear on the warp itself.
Generally, let out about five times the depth for chain and a bit

more for warp only but that can be reduced in shallow calm water or
increased if a stronger breeze blows up.
You can increase the holding power of the anchor by adding a
heavy weight on a shackle and, with a line attached, slide that down
the chain or warp until it just touches the bottom – that helps to
keep the pull on the anchor as near parallel to the bottom as possible
and adds security if it does blow up a bit. That weight is known as a
“chum” or an “angel” – for obvious reasons! It also helps to reduce
your swinging circle if you find yourself drifting a little too close to
other boats or obstructions in narrow and congested areas like the
loch islands in summer.
LAYING OUT AND SETTING YOUR ANCHOR
Approach your anchoring spot slowly from downwind, and fully
stop the boat, bows facing into any wind and wave. Lower the anchor
to the loch-bed and pay-out the appropriate chain length while going
gently astern to lay the chain along the loch bottom. As your craft
slows to a stop, the chain will tighten a little and you should leave it
there for some time to settle in before giving it a short burst astern to
test if the anchor has bedded in.
Now take a visual ‘fix’ of the boat’s position relative to some
nearby on-shore features such as trees, to determine if the boat
is stationery, or the anchor is dragging. If, after a few minutes, you
are still dragging, repeat the exercise maybe starting at a slightly
different dropping point. The usual reason on the Loch for an anchor
not setting, or dragging will be that it has settled on or among large
stones or thick weed which can cause some anchors to skate over the
bottom surface without digging in. If that happens, try another spot
with better holding although sometimes just letting out more chain
will do the trick unless it is very rocky. Now that wasn’t so difficult,
was it?

Scotland’s
Biggest
& Best
Chandlery
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Maid Of The Loch another year of excellent progress! An optimistic report from John Beveridge.

T

his well known photo of the Maid at Balloch Pier reminds
us that she is still in her rightful place as the world’s very
last paddle steamer to be built. She was launched at the slipway
here although it must be admitted that she was assembled there
from major sections produced on the Clyde as she was too large
to be either towed up the Leven or hauled by road.
The Maid of the Loch has a new Chairman. On 1st January
Phil Preston, Managing Director of Caledonian MacBrayne,
succeeded Colin Paterson as Chairman of the Loch Lomond
Steamship Company. Phil lives in Cardross and has been hugely
impressed by the work of the volunteers and the charity’s
achievements. From a rusting hulk in 1992, the Maid is now
in the best condition since she last sailed. Every compartment
has been refurbished, the engines overhauled, new masts
erected and the rebuild of the essential Balloch Steam Slipway
completed. Phil Preston is determined to get the Maid sailing
again so this could be the year for an extra effort to raise the
necessary funds.
A technical specification has been prepared, including plans
for a new boiler, a lift to provide access for the less-abled and
the latest life-saving apparatus. No major structural alterations
are required but the engineering team are debating at length
about the type of boiler and fuel to use and if bow thruster units
should be fitted to improve manoeuvring at piers.
So, plenty to think about – but why not come to Balloch
pier and see for yourself or chat to one of our volunteers for
the “inside story”? Or perhaps you might like to come and join
us? Everybody is made welcome and we are always looking for
help with general maintenance, engineering and in our shop.
Help us to make it happen in 2010 – Loch Lomond deserves an
operational Maid of the Loch paddling on her own waters again!
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“Drumkinnon Bay In Winter” - a photo by Eva Rankin of the LLRC ©
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Do YOU Really Care About Loch Lomond?
The Loch Lomond Association Needs Your Help

I

f it is the case that the future of the Loch does matter to you and you have concerns about the spread of perceived government
preferences for expanding the population and commerce around our Loch shores in a way which could be detrimental to our
natural heritage and conservation, then will you join the LLA to support our efforts to control such issues in a democratic manner?

Would you tolerate any more of this?

––– OR –––

prefer to maintain our shores like this?

We believe a National Park should be principally concerned with protecting the environment they have inherited on behalf of
future generations and we wish to encourage them to do just that by collaboration and logical discussions. We really do suspect that
the forces of the incumbents at Holyrood are directing the National Park Authority to do their bidding by demanding large increases
in tourism and disproportionate development which could reach an unacceptable level if not controlled. Governments come and go
and the next one might have different policies after any damage has been done!
The following article explains what this Association is all about and all we ask is that you give us your support by becoming a
member, or if you are already one, will you do your bit by enrolling just one new supporter? Yes, just one new member for each
existing one will ensure the funds and support to work for the future of Loch Lomond in a manner appropriate to conserving its
survival before it is over-run with many more chalets, golf courses, caravan parks or other unnecessary tourist attractions. We expect
the National Park Authority to resist obvious unwelcome versions but are they independent enough to be able to resist the demands
of Centralised Government on whom their funding depends?
If you now understand more about us, please use the form on the opposite page to complete an application and help us. If you
wish to know more, please visit our website and also make your points known if you think we are not following correct procedures.
Can we do more? Can we do better? If not, please tell us as the committee can only react if you communicate. We meet on the
first Wednesday of the month at 7.00pm at the NPA Headquarters at Carrochan in Balloch. Everyone is welcome to attend and hear
what we do. We only ask that, if you wish to speak or to raise an issue, please write to our Secretary at The Loch Lomond Association,
P.O. Box 373, Dumbarton, G82 5YG at least a week or two in advance so that we can arrange our Agenda to make time for you.

Our loch’s bonnie banks as they should be and not covered any further with tarmac and concrete
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What Is The Loch Lomond Association?

T

he LLA is a means of accessing and achieving wide consensus from diverse Loch interests which might otherwise be difficult
to reach, or to bring together into commonly shared views. It is the leading lobbyist group for water-interests on the Loch. In
addition to a healthy individual Association Membership, it represents many Corporate Member businesses around the Loch with
interests in water recreational pursuits and sports. It has representatives for clubs, associations and activity interests including:
The Loch Lomond Rescue Boat; diverse water sports; sailing and canoeing; sub-aqua; angling; amateur rowing, cruising; speedboating; water-skiing; and jet-skiing. It represents the main marina and moorings providers and cruise-boat operators; the largest
local land-owners; the operators of golfing resorts, hotels, restaurants and similar enterprises.
The LLA also maintains a watching brief over local riparian planning and development applications and decisions of the NPA
to ensure that these properly respect the intentions of the Primary Aim of the National Parks’ Founding Act for the precedence of
Natural Heritage over inappropriate commercial interests. We raise planning objections as necessary.
The LLA operates through a management committee whose monthly meetings are open to all members. It has elected office
bearers, a constitution and a web-site forum. The Annual General Meeting is open to all members and they are welcome to
express their views. Our annual LLA News and Review Magazine is widely distributed, giving an insight into current Loch-side
matters. Since early 2009 the LLA has enjoyed generally improving relations with NPA executive management, which we warmly
welcome. Our meeting advisors include the Senior NPA Water Ranger, the Water Resource Manager and a senior Strathclyde
Police officer from Dumbarton Sub-Divisional HQ.
The LLA has been established for over 30 years, and formulated the Voluntary Code of Conduct which preceded the presentday Bye-laws 2006, for which it was the lead advisory body to the NPA. In 2009, at its Members’ request, it was instrumental
in securing a deferral of the Loch Lomond Bye-law Review for 2 years, via the NPA, from the Scottish Government Minister. It
responds to many local and national public consultations within its constitutional remit on behalf of its members. Our Honorary
President is His Grace the Duke of Montrose who maintains a keen interest in the Association’s involvement in Loch affairs.

www.lochlomondassociation.co.uk
#

Please detach to remit with your payment

THE LOCH LOMOND ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP 2010
Name ............................................................................................................
Address .........................................................................................................
........................................................................... Post Code .........................
Email Address* ..............................................................................................
(* to facilitate distributing member opinion surveys on policy etc)
Life membership is limited to existing life members (except at committee discretion). Life members are however invited to make
a donation to the Navigation Fund.
Associate Membership remains discontinued, in favour of Individual Membership. Corporate Members or Clubs are now invited
to subscribe on the basis of a voluntary donation commensurate with their membership size and financial standing, at their
discretion but we suggest a minimum of £20 and we invite the generosity of all who support LLA aims, to secure its on-going
financial viability. At least £1 from each subscription is donated to assist the operation of the Loch Lomond Rescue Boat.
I WISH TO RENEW MY MEMBERSHIP
I WISH TO JOIN THE ASSOCIATION
I WISH TO MAKE A NAVIGATION FUND DONATION
Cheque / Postal Order to value of £ ....................... is enclosed
TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP (please tick below & enter amounts above)
		

Individual - £8			

Family - £15			

Corporate (Min £20)

#

PLEASE SEND THIS FORM, WITH CHEQUE MADE PAYABLE TO:
THE LOCH LOMOND ASSOCIATION, PO BOX 373, DUMBARTON, G82 5YG
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Wrecks On The Leven
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hile the LLA has sympathy for boat owners who have
health problems or worse and have not ensured their
craft do not present a hazard to others, there can be no excuse
for those simply left to rot because owners or clubs can’t be
bothered to have them removed.
Previously, the LLA along with other authorities have
spent time and money to clear the worst examples from the
river mouth downstream to the first bridge. This is now of
greater concern when Sweeney’s Cruises have not been able
to manoeuvre their craft with 100% safely and the Rowing Club
have problems passing due to space for the oars on their skiffs.
We have now learned the situation is being addressed
by Scottish Enterprise who are responsible for most of the
river bed in that area. For this very last time, they are having
the worst examples removed but the condition to this, we
understand, is that three clubs who are principally involved
are to establish pontoon moorings in place of the existing trots
which seem to have been encroaching on the main channel.
NPA Planning Officers will ensure these are positioned so that
there is no inconvenience to river traffic and it will be the
clubs’ responsibility to ensure craft will not be permitted to
berth if their condition is unacceptable and could endanger the
pontoon’s stability.
It does appear to be a solution to permanently avoid these
eyesores which have blighted the river for too long and we
applaud this common-sense decision to take a tougher line
now.

To Insure Or Not - That Is The Question - and here’s the answer!

www.basic-boat.com

Third Party
Boat Insurance
£5M Liability Cover
£50K Wreck Removal Cover

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

0843 208 1188

0845 208 1188
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WE’VE TURNED
BOAT INSURANCE
ON ITS HEAD

BASIC BOAT LIABILITY COMPANY

he simple answer is 100% “YES” as in these days of the blame culture
anybody taking a craft to water should have the protection of third party
liability insurance.
What may appear to be a minor incident can end up costing a large
amount of money for repairs and other costs, and even if eventually no
negligence is attached to you and therefore there’s nothing to pay, there
could be substantial legal costs to prove it!
The Basic Boat Liability Company has over 10 years experience of
specialist, low cost, third party liability insurance for boat owners and is the
market leader.
Our policy offers a Limit of Indemnity of up to £5,000,000 – and a
number of water regulators now insist on this liability limit as a minimum
requirement. We have also dealt with wreck removal claims in excess of
£20,000, our limit here being £50,000 – there are no hidden excesses to
pay, no survey is required and security of the scheme is provided by Royal &
Sun Alliance Group (RSA Group)
We offer premiums from as little as £62.10 per annum and are also
working on more benefits for our customers, some of which will be
exclusively free of charge, details to be announced very soon in the boating
press.
We will be delighted to assist boaters on Loch Lomond and you can
contact us on 0843 2081188. If immediate cover is required this can
be provided from our web site www.basic-boat.com it takes only a few
moments for a certificate to be issued.
As an added incentive and a service to LLA Members, 10% discount will
be applied on confirmation of your membership which will be provided by
the LLA Membership Secretary. In view of any possible introduction of 3rd
Party Insurance being applied by the National Park Authority at some future
date if it becomes mandatory under the bye-laws, it appears to be a sensible
move to seriously consider protection even if you don’t feel comprehensive
insurance is necessary for your craft, 3rd party cover surely is.

This company is a part of Howe Maxted Group Limited
who are Authorised and Regulated
by the Financial Services Authority

T

Loch Lomond Sailing Club - Founded as the Clyde Canoe Club, 1873
Commodore Fergus Duncanson reports - Photos by D.Protheroe, J.McGruer & I.MacVoy

Y

oung sailors have been outstanding in Loch Lomond Sailing Club’s activities in 2009! With a group of around 20 children in our junior
training programme, they have increased in ability and in confidence and have taken to sailing and competing in Optimist dinghies.
Nine modern “Oppies” are now sailed by cadet members, some of whom are attending RYA training squads – even in mid-winter – and
competing regularly in events at other sailing clubs. LLSC had 9 cadets sailing
in the Oppie competition in September at Loch Tummel. The Club is indebted
to all those who provide the training and to the parents who organize it all, as
well as driving boats and children around the country, and to RYA Scotland who
kicked off the season with a youth training weekend at the Club in bracing spring
weather, and created that essential “ buzz” of enthusiasm. Our main dinghy
fleets are also growing in strength, with a rise in Laser 4000 numbers, making our
fleet the largest in Scotland. These trapeze-powered high performance dinghies
are the adrenalin-fuelled end of the sport for speed freaks and those seeking
excitement. Other classes are also strong, with ten Club Wayfarers competing
for the Scottish Championship at our own Open Dinghy Weekend in September.
“Flying Fifteen” keelboats are thriving with a dozen of these lovely racing yachts
Keel boats racing
based at the Club.
2009 was lively with lovely weather early summer, then vigorous breezes through later summer and autumn. Racing turnout varied
with the weather; grey skies kept some at home but bright days brought record numbers with 39 club which were quieter than usual due
to bad weather and even some really severe gales but still highly successful racing.
2010 is looking promising. We hosted a training weekend in January for young
sailors in Toppers and other small dinghies – these youngsters are tough! We will
be holding a weekend meeting for the Oppies in early summer once our main club
season is well under way, and then our usual open dinghy and autumn keelboat
weekends. Social events are squeezed in around the sailing with the annual dinner
at Inchmurrin Hotel and our dinner dance at the Winnock Hotel in Drymen, after the
prizegiving. New members are always welcomed and if you are interested in sailing
with us or in learning about the club, visit our website www.lochlomondsc.org or
contact secretary Jason Ditton at secretary@lochlomondsc.org.

Musto Skiff at speed

Juniors training session

Autumn in Balmaha Bay
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MARINE SERVICES FOR LOCH LOMOND BOAT USERS
•
25-Ton Self-powered Wise Slipway Boat Hoist
		 - lift / transport to / from wagon, loch, (or yard for repairs)
		 - lift for below-water repairs or anti-fouling
		 - short-term lift for power-wash
		 - short-term lift for inspections & hull surveys
•

All boat mechanical & electrical installation & repair work undertaken

•

Installation & replacement of marine electronics and accessories

•

Heating systems: installation & maintenance

•

Boat Management Services for Motor Yachts / Large Cruisers. Ideal for
owners living at long distance from their boat at Cameron Marina.

FOR ALL ENQUIRIES CALL NEIL McCLYMONT ON
01389 734 104 OR 07703 328 408
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Winter Takes A Toll

A

s the snow and ice of the passing winter recedes, not all boatowners were unscathed by the extremely low temperatures
over several weeks. At times, the temperature dropped well into
double figures centigrade below freezing and many boats were
frozen into ice-fields around their berth.
Appalling stories circulate of expensive boat engines being
badly damaged in the freeze. Unbelievably, some boats would
appear to have neither been ‘winterised’, nor to have had any
heating in engine compartments. Starting an already frozen
engine, ‘to thaw it out’, is not a good idea. It will probably at least
strip the blades off the water-pump impeller and cause more
problems like blowing out core plugs and hoses.
A few owners, it seems, simply abandon their boats as
last used in late summer, disappear for the winter, and expect
everything to be still in perfect working order again, come spring.
Aye, right Jimmy! If you got away with it last time, it doesn’t
guarantee no problems next time!
To those affected, only commiserations are due. However,
looking forwards, all owners are reminded to properly prepare
their boat for winter. If you can’t do it yourself, there are marine
engineers advertising here who can and will save you much cost
and grief in the process. Don’t risk trouble, give them a phone
as it is not as expensive as you might think to have your engine
properly winterised and the savings in the long run are worth it.
The same goes for routine servicing which is often overlooked
until too late.
And by the way, take bottles and cans home where they won’t
burst on freezing and up make a real mess of the upholstery!
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Loch Lomond Waterski Club
PRESS RELEASE

M

embers and friends of Loch Lomond Water Ski Club once again took to the chilly waters of the loch for their annual sponsored
fancy dress water ski event on new year’s day.
This year the event was run in aid of “help for heroes” and the club’s boat replacement fund. The club is very grateful to De
Vere at Cameron House, Mayles Watersports, the Loch Lomond Rescue Boat and McClymont Marine Services for their support.
New members are always welcome; for information about the Club or to join,
please contact David Henderson – 07778 011100 / 01436 860632.
MEMBERS OF:
Loch Lomond Association
Lomond & Clyde Tourist Association
West Dunbartonshire Sports Council
Loch Lomond Water Ski Association
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WATERSKIING SPECIALISTS
&
BOAT SALES
Tel: 01389 750587
Mobile: 07768 892820

email: neilmayles@aol.com
Loch Lomond Marina, Balloch
Dunbartonshire G83 8LF
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Loch Lomond Personal
Water Craft Association
by Graham Brown

I

n an effort to improve the public’s perception of Personal Water
Craft, or as most people call them jet-skis, efforts continue to
educate those PWC users who cause some of the antagonism felt by
other loch visitors. In order to identify any culprits, the LLPWCA has
been working with the National Park Authority to find a solution to
the problem of visibility of Registration Numbers.
For various reasons we were unable to address that last season
but in conjunction with the NPA we are now trialling registration
numbers in a shortened format to fit PWCs. These will have only 3
numerals on a yellow background to make them much more visible so
that any necessary action can be taken by Rangers or Police to make
the relatively small number of offenders aware of any unacceptable
behaviour.
On a lighter note, we are happy to record an event which might
help to dispel the notion all jet-ski users are a bit of a menace on the
Loch’s waters. A wild goat fell down a cliff at the water’s edge and got
itself stranded; it had been stuck there for three days until two PWC
users, Derek Jude and Elaine Grimes, were able to get their vessels
close enough to see if they could assist. After consultation with the
SSPCA, two officers were ferried to the location by PWCs.
A team effort resulted in the unfortunate animal being rescued
from its predicament, ferried to shore access and taken to the animal
centre at Milton for a health check before being eventually returned
to the wild – this time by road transport.
So, don’t think of every PWC user as being a problem on the loch
and hopefully now fewer comments about goats on jet-skis!
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‘I don’t want to be rescued!’

‘You’re not getting me on that thing!’

Success! 1 goat + 2 humans on board!

A happy rescue crew!
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Loch Lomond Rescue Boat

M

ost people will not be aware of the background to
establishing this vital service which was the first ever
rescue boat in service on fresh water since the RNLI only covered
sea and inshore salt-water areas. All credit must go to the late
Councillor Duncan Mills and to Jack Bisset, a founder of the
LLA, for persevering in obtaining crucial support after the Royal
Society for Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA), the original principal
supporter from 1976, found itself unable to continue providing
financial assistance. Some help was provided by the LLA , Esso
and others but this was only sufficient to sustain the service in
the short term. Urgent positive action was essential to secure the
LLRB’s future.
The result in 1990 was that the Loch Lomond Association
accepted responsibility for operating the craft as an interim
measure and a campaign to create more secure financial support
was launched. This Appeal Committee, led by Brigadier Donald
Hardie, Sir Ivar Colquhoun of Luss, Lady Arran and Lady Fraser of
Allander was successful in securing the future of the LLRB so that
the LLA were then able to return the administration and funding
to the LLRB Management Committee in August 1991 so that the
Rescue Boat was then on its own – as it now remains.

LIVE FOOTBALL
QUIZ NIGHTS
FOLK MUSIC
Everyones favourite local pub,
the best in the ‘shire
The Dog House, 54 Balloch Road, Balloch G83 8LE
Tel: 01389 607 300

LOCH LOMOND RESCUE BOAT
Perhaps due to adverse weather or the increased cost of fuel
and other expenses, there were fewer demands for assistance
from the LLRB in 2009 and, as it is for the NPA Ranger Patrol Boat,
some of the “shouts” would not have been necessary if boaters
remembered the basics about carrying enough fuel and servicing
their engines. However, training continued at an active level, as
in the attached photographs of the LLRB crews training with units
from the Royal Navy’s HMS Gannet SAR helicopter, Helensburgh
Fire & Rescue Service and the Dog Search section of Mountain
Rescue groups.
The Committee and Crew of the LLRB wish to convey sincere
thanks to the Loch Lomond Association for vital support back
in 1990/1991 which continues with financial assistance to the
present day.

EMERGENCY CALL-OUT PROCEDURE
IF YOU REQUIRE HELP OR SEE ANYONE ON
THE WATER WHO IS IN DIFFICULTY PLEASE
FOLLOW THESE IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

DIAL 999 AND ASK FOR POLICE.
ASK FOR LOCH LOMOND RESCUE BOAT.
GIVE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION.
1. YOUR NAME
2. YOUR PHONE NUMBER
3. LOCATION OF THE INCIDENT
4. DETAILS OF VESSEL OR INCIDENT
5. NUMBER OF PERSONS INVOLVED
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East Or West - Both Are Best
...the editor’s choice for good food on either shore.

S

ome might think it is favouritism to advertisers but
perhaps our readers would be interested to hear that
we are blessed with increasing excellent improvements in
standards of catering and dining around the Loch.
Gone are the old days of “sorry the kitchen is closed”
- with indifferent standards when it was open! Aside from
the splendours of luxurious establishments like Cameron
House with its top of the range cuisine, there are others with
high standards which excel in serving a broader market. As
opposite examples (not of food but location) the two on this
page represent the best from both east & west shores with
high standards at sensible prices.
The Cruin started life as an offshoot of the Lomond Castle
Lodges just off the A82 but is now independent under the
watchful eye of Jim Carr who has made this restaurant with
its panoramic loch views, one of the most popular in that
area for both visitors and locals alike and its facilities and
function suite are impressive. It even has its own jetty for
boating visitors.
On the east side, the family-run Oak Tree Inn also has
accommodation and a warm friendly atmosphere which will
appeal to visitors who like a traditional hostelry. They also
have their own smoke-house and gardens to provide fresh
local ingredients for their varied menu. They serve everything
from traditional fish ‘n chips to the more exotic Arctic Char
with fresh veg etc. – their menu will surprise you with its
range of choice.

Restaurant on
on the
the Loch
Loch
Restaurant

Findus
usat
atLomond
LomondCastle
CastleLodges
Lodges
Find

Fabulous food & stunning
views to enjoy for lunch or
dinner
Open all day for tea & coffees
Deluxe Function Suite available
For convenience of diners,
visiting vessels are welcome
at our jetty

Tel : 01389 850 588
for bookings

0BL5SFF*OOBU#BMNBIB -PDI-PNPOEXFMDPNFTZPV

This striking and unique inn built of local natural materials lies in the picturesque loch-side village of Balmaha – one of the most photogenic and frequently visited in this National Park. Providing creative food prepared from its own produce in either a cosy bar or
panoramic restaurant, you will find every level of cuisine to suit your taste. Run by the resident Fraser family, the Oak Tree with its
comfortable rooms, some even with their own catering facilities, has become the place to enjoy on the east shore at any time of year.
Bring the family, see the loch and the wild-life, visit the islands and walks then relax in front of a warm welcome fire with the best
hospitality in the area – it will bring you back again and again. Join us for a dram or two!

For info visit www.oak-tree-inn.co.uk Book by email to info@oak-tree-inn.co.uk
or Telephone: 01360 870357
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A Serious Threat To The Loch’s Capercaillie Population!!

he LLA has been alerted to the diminishing number of capercaillie whose population is under serious threat of extinction
caused principally by disturbance from increasing numbers of visitors, their dogs, camping, fires and excessive noise. We
request your co-operation by following the park authority’s request to help protect this iconic species before they finally
disappear from the islands. The main threat is from April to July during the breeding season which coincides with much activity on
the loch. At this time park rangers will be on hand to give advice so please co-operate with them. The five islands most involved
are Inchtavannach, Inchcruin, Inchconnachan, Inchmoan and inchlonaig. The items requested are not onerous.

Observe just three things -

Please keep noise levels down – Don’t take dogs on the islands –
Stay on the shores without wandering through the woods.
If you do witness any unnecessary disturbance or inappropriate behaviour.
Please contact the park rangers at the Duncan Mills Slipway so that they can take action.

Upgrade To Sloy Hydro Scheme

E

lectricity supplier Scottish & Southern Energy are to upgrade
their Loch Sloy / Inveruglas hydro-electric scheme to pumpedstorage. The four massive water-pipes (or penstocks) on the hillside, and the powerhouse by the A82, have been a familiar sight on
the west shore at Inveruglas Bay north of Tarbet since completion
in 1951.
Loch Sloy, high in the hills west of Loch Lomond, is dammed to
contain waters fed by a network of pipes and tunnels across a huge
catchment area with a high average annual rainfall. These waters
feed via a tunnel through Ben Vorlich to the penstocks seen on the
hill-side. Falling under gravity at great pressure, the water drives
four turbine generators to produce electricity and discharges to the
Loch under the A82.
Despite high annual rainfall, Loch Sloy only supplies enough
water to help meet present electricity demand for 10% of the time.
The pumped-storage upgrade will improve that to 20%. In off-peak
hours, new installed pumps will use excess electricity from the grid
to force water uphill to refill Loch Sloy, ready for the next day’s
generation. The pumping will substantially increase the overnight
water level in Loch Sloy, but the height-effect on Loch Lomond will
only be marginal.
The planned work will entail building an underground pumphouse and a 100ft shaft below the loch surface. The rock excavated
will be stored on-site on the surface of ground just to the north
of the power-house and screened by trees. An Environmental
Assessment was passed to the LLA by the NPA for comment and this
was discussed by the committee who were satisfied there were no
adverse implications especially as there were plans to establish a
new Powan reserve in Loch Tarsan in Argyll to compensate for the
effects which might occur with the Powan stock in L.Sloy. The LLA
also agreed this scheme would be an efficiency advantage causing
little environmental disruption.
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Some Loch Cruising Info - Perhaps not only for first time visitors!

I

t is surprising but there are over a hundred miles of coastline in
Loch Lomond and its islands so, for example if you bring your
boat and launch at the National Park’s slipway at Balloch, you have
many choices of routes and places to visit but, if you are staying on
board your boat, get provisions at Balloch as there are few places
to buy elsewhere. Also note there are only two shore points for
fuel, one at each end of the Loch - either Cameron House or Ardlui
Marinas so top-up before you go.
The islands from Inchmurrin to Inchcailloch roughly follow the
line of the Highland Boundary Fault and are a natural division of
the lower and wider part of the Loch. Most visitors find the area
to the north of them to be more scenically interesting. There is
little attraction along the southeast coast and the area beyond that
towards Balmaha is definitely to be avoided as it is shallow with
some rock outcrops and, in any case, that whole section from there
to the mouth of the Endrick Water is a protected RSPB Reserve
which is best avoided unless you are an angler and used to shallow
waters.
If you intend to head north up the east side of the Loch then
pass either end of Inchcailloch but the east end past Balmaha Bay
has a passage with a pier to visit the village where there is a good
pub - although you may have to ask coarse-fish anglers to move their
lines to give you access. After that, Manse Bay opens to starboard
and, in calm conditions, this is a good sandy bathing bay close in.
The next is Milarrochy Bay but two jetties there are private for the
Sailing Club and the Camping Club respectively. Moving on, there
is the possibility of landing at the Camp Ground after Strathcashel
Point as they have facilities and a shop with basic supplies but no
access jetty. There are sheltered anchorages opposite there on the
south side of Inchlonaig island.
You are nearing the narrower part of the Loch as you approach
Sallochy, the bay with the University Field Research Station in the
N.E. corner. From there to Ross Point there are more sheltered inlets
and two pebble beaches where you can stop in settled weather.
Once round Ross Point and the off-lying islands, the character of
the Loch changes and becomes gradually more fiord-like with deep
shores and some attractive small bays but beware of off-lying rocks
close to the shores.
If you had headed north by rounding Inchmurrin’s west point,
you would have arrived opposite Ross Point on the west shore
near Culag unless you succumbed to the flesh pots before there!
Although Cameron House Marina has no visitor facilities apart
from toilet pump-out and fuel, hostelries at Cruin near Arden and
Inchmurrin island have jetties to tempt you to visit their restaurants
and bars while Luss has more hotels and a shop at the pier where
you can usually find room to tie up.
We don’t have space here to detail all the charms and scenic
attractions of the central islands group through which you must
pass to reach Luss but half the charm is in finding your own route
or anchorage in and among this most attractive (and popular) of
the Loch areas. You could spend a week in here alone just poking in
and out of the bays and passages in really sheltered waters where
there are safe bathing beaches and some interesting wild-life like
ospreys, otters and geese.
North of Luss, it is possible to stop at Inverbeg where the
newly refurbished hotel has excellent pub grub and an astonishing
whisky bar with over 300 to choose from. If you can tear yourself
away from there, you can cross to Rowardennan on the east shore
where you can tie up at the pier clear of the ferry and visit their
hotel instead.
From there on, the Loch narrows even more and, unless you
wish to stop at Tarbet with its limited facilities and use the pier

to go ashore, you will eventually arrive at Ardlui. There are many
attractive spots to anchor on either shore on the way to the head
of the Loch like Ardvorlich just before Vow island but others on this
west side can be noisy from passing road traffic
At the Ardlui Marina, you will find all the facilities you need
except shopping but the food is good at their hotel and overnight
moorings are available. There is now a well stocked shop but, if
“her indoors” is in need of retail therapy, you can take the train
from Ardlui to Helensburgh for the day and indulge her and the
kids in some civilisation just for a complete change!
SOME USEFUL PLACES TO DROP ANCHOR
• Ardvorlich Bay (just SW of Island I. Vow & sheltered from most
winds except N.)
• Various small bays on south side of Inchlonaig (shelter from N
& NW winds)
• Osprey Bay - Inchconnachan east side, but definitely not when
the Ospreys are nesting early in the season. Sheltered all
directions, except E.
• Rossdhu Bay (some exposure to SW / NE wind but generally
quite sheltered at its W end). Some weed here but shouldn’t be
too much problem.
• Port Bawn - bay at west-end of Inchcailloch - some W & NW
exposure, but generally sheltered.
• Bay NW end Clairinch - shelter from NE & S wind
• Losgainn Bay, Sallochy - sheltered from N & NE winds midweek avoids most jetski nuisance.
(See article on Page 6 about anchoring techniques)

Come and let the Squires Family and their staff extend a warm
welcome at the Ardlui Hotel, Marina and Holiday Home Park.
Ardlui Marina nestles in the midst of magnificent scenery at
the head of Loch Lomond, providing safe and secure berthing
on a nightly, weekly, seasonal or yearly basis.
Shore Power • Fresh Water • Showers & Toilets
Floating Fuel Pontoon & Pump Out • Laundry • Shop (seasonal)
20 Ton Boat Hoist & Boat Sales
Hotel with Bars & Restaurant • Food served all day

Ardlui, Loch Lomond, Argyll, G83 7EB
Tel: 01301 704 243/269 • Fax: 01301 704 268
Email: info@ardlui.co.uk • Web Site: www.ardlui.co.uk
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There Is More Out There!

U

nderstandably, many boaters, especially those with young
children, perhaps don’t always see as much of the Loch as
they could, preferring not to take chances. Do we therefore tend
to stay close to our moorings or even to always tie up alongside at
night rather than anchor in a peaceful bay away from the hurlyburly of other folks barbecues and boom-boxes?
To have a boat is freedom, always with caution of course, but
if you have some live-aboard facilities, you have wonderful choices
to stop almost anywhere you wish on the Loch with shelter, peace
and a better chance to watch for the varied wild-life. It is quite an
experience to sit on your vessel in the evening and observe a group
of otters playing near at hand or a merganser with her family of
ducklings swim past you.
There is another article in this magazine with technical details
on anchoring but here are some local hints to achieve a secure night
and, as the Loch has no tides, all that is necessary is to ensure you
really did check the forecast wind direction before you set out.
Choose your spot with enough space that you can swing
around if a breeze swirls a little and try never to anchor on a steep
underwater slope which could cause your anchor to slide into deep
water and leave you drifting. If you have no depth-sounder then
copy the sailors who used a “lead-line” for thousands of years; any
decent length of line with a weight on the end will suffice and once
you have an idea of the depth at your chosen spot, let out about
five times that depth on your chain or warp and don’t rush to go
astern to test it until it has had time to settle in.
Until recently, only the old Admiralty Chart for the Loch showed
depths to assist you but remember it indicates fathoms and not
metres like more modern charts. That old one is still available from
suppliers like Kelvin Hughes but a new version from a recent depth
survey will soon be published and the Rangers at the Duncan Mills
Slipway may be able to advise when it is available.
For a restful night, try to stop in bays or behind islands facing
the direction from where the forecast wind will be blowing – that
area of calm is called the “weather” shore whereas the exposed
shore onto which the wind blows is the “leeward” one and
obviously is not so suitable.
Even if you don’t feel totally comfortable with your selected
anchorage or if the wind seems to have shifted a little, never feel
too proud to up anchor and move to another spot in the interests
of peace of mind, even if the family think you are just being fussy!
If your depth-sounder or fish-finder has an ‘anchor-watch’ facility
as many do, set the minimum and maximum alarm-depths to a
couple of feet less and more respectively than the depth under
your boat’s circle of swing. It should wake you if the anchor drags,
and you drift into shallower or deeper water. It’s all just part of the
good fun of boating.
One other point, never anchor among other moorings or close
to piers and jetties where you would obstruct the movement of
other vessels, or close to pontoons where you might foul one of
the big anchor chains (e.g. Rossdhu Bay or Port Bawn). If you do
anchor near any dark but navigable channel remember for safety’s
sake to leave a ride-light lit overnight - a low power white light on
a pole is adequate providing it is visible all-round so you can sleep
in safety.

Thanks! The Editor wishes to thank all those who have
contributed articles to this 2010 issue. We are grateful to have
received them and hope they give the reader some insight into
what goes on at the Loch. These articles are published in good
faith and we wish to point out that the views expressed do not
necessarily concur with those of the Loch Lomond Association.
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A warm welcome awaits at Balloch’s family run Inn,
a favourite with both local’s and visitors alike.
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Loch Lomond Association
Honorary President

His Grace The Duke Of Montrose

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 2009 / 2010
OFFICE BEARERS AND PAST CHAIRMEN
Peter Jack
Chairman
Ernie East
Vice Chairman
Gordon Bryce
Treasurer
Martha Hart
Membership & Minute Secretary
Jim McNiven
Past Chairman
Past Chairman
Jim Macdonald
Brian McDaid
Past Chairman
Bonar Hardie
Past Chairman
Past Chairman
Alex Barnes 	
Jack Bisset
Past Chairman
COMMITTEE
John Sweeney
Bill Porter
Fergus Duncanson
Ian Bisland
Bill Brysland
Vacant
Kevin Lilburn
Willie Dow
Neil Mayles
Graham Brown
Denis Harkins
John Law
Peter Jack
Colin Lindsay

REPRESENTING
Commercial Boat Operators
Marina & Moorings Operators
Yachting - LLSC Representative
Loch Lomond Rescue Boat
Sub Aqua		
Water Skiing
Riparian Owners
Cruising
Speed Boats
L.L.PWC Association		
L. L. Amateur Rowing Club
V.O.L. District Angling Club
Marina Members Assoc. (CHM)
Cameron House Marina

INDIVIDUAL LOCH INTEREST
Robert Findlay
ADVISERS
Graeme Archibald - Senior Ranger
Judy Wilson – Inspector, L Divison
Kenny Dow

Carol Darcy

LL & TT Nat. Park
Strathclyde Police
LLA Webmaster

TYPE / COST OF MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS
Individual Membership
£8
Family Membership
£15
Corporate / Club
Discretionary donation
(please see * Note adjacent)
Your subscriptions and donations are our only income source.
Please send your cheque payable to: ‘The Loch Lomond Association’,
at: P.O. Box 373, Dumbarton, G82 5YG. And not, please to the
National Park with your boat registration!
Please include your name / address / postcode; your type
of membership required; if your application is to join, or to
renew. Payment breakdown is requested to separately identify
Membership Subscriptions from Navigation Fund donations.
Please note that at least £1 of each subscription is donated towards
the upkeep of the Loch Lomond Rescue Boat.
If you belong to any Loch Lomond Water Recreational Club, it will
help us if you say which one, and also provide your own email
address (if you have one, which would remain LLA confidential).

© The Loch Lomond Association

(N.B. The appearance of any advert in the LLA magazine does not constitute or imply any LLA endorsement)

CORPORATE MEMBERS, LOCH LOMOND CLUBS,
LLA ADVERTISERS & SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS *
We are pleased to acknowledge the support of the following
companies, businesses, clubs and organisations in 2009:
Aldochlay Boat Club #
Ardlui Hotel & Marina
Balloch Cruising Club
Balloch & Haldane Community Council
Balmaha Boatyard (Macfarlane & Son Ltd)
Balmaha Cruising Club #
Basic Boat Liability Co.
Cameron House Hotel & Marina
Colin Camburn Marine Services
Corries Restaurant
Crossan Outboards
Cruise Loch Lomond Ltd
Dog House Inn
Drymen Pottery
Floetree Ltd (Loch Lomond Marina)
Frasers of Balmaha / Oak Tree Inn
Holt Leisure Group (Chandlery & Marinas)
Inchmurrin Island Apartments
Leven Cruising Club
Loch Lomond Boat Hoist Ltd
Loch Lomond Golf Club
Loch Lomond Amateur Rowing Club
Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park Authority
Loch Lomond Sailing Club
Loch Lomond Steamship Company (Maid of the Loch)
Loch Lomond Water Ski Club
Luss Estates
Mayles Watersports
Omser (Scotland) Ltd
O’Donnell Engineering Services
Sandbar Cruising Club
Stirlings Marine
Sweeneys Cruises
The Cruin Restaurant
Vale of Leven District Angling Club (VOLDAC)
Waterhouse Inn & Café Bar
R & I Young Insurance Services Ltd
# special thanks for full £8 subscription for every club member

* NOTE: NEW MEMBERSHIPS, OR RENEWALS, FOR 2010
We acknowledge with thanks support of the above Corporate
Members, Loch Lomond Clubs & their berth & mooring holders
in 2009, and also those who support us with advertising, and in
other ways, and of course, our individual and family LLA members.
Again in 2010, full personal membership only (individual or family)
is offered. Therefore, we again invite, renewed club donations at
their discretion commensurate with club standing and size of
membership. In the case of Corporate Members, other businesses
and organisations, again we respectfully invite new or renewal
membership donations in line with their size and standing, at their
discretion, but we would suggest from £20 upwards as a minimum.

NAVIGATION FUND DONATION
Originating in a joint venture with the LL&TTNPA to provide lit
buoyage on the River Leven, the fund aims to support other
navigational upgrades. If you use the waters, please add a donation
to your subscription with our sincere thanks. Life members are
similarly invited to make a donation to this fund.

Cover photograph courtesy of Martin Claxton L.L.R.C. ©
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CALL US NOW ON

01389 762311
73 Glasgow Road, Dumbarton G82 1RE

Fax: 01389 742454
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